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Introduction

• Gold plays a very important role in India
• Diwali, harvests and weddings (World Gold Council (2017))

• often linked to culture (Sahay and Mukherjee (2016), Economist (2013)) and 
tradition (Bhalotra, Chakravarty, and Gulesci (2020))

• The economic and financial role of gold is less clear

• Negative role (current account) and positive role as a tool to relax 
credit constraints (gold as collateral/ pledging)?
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• Is gold’s special role in India reflected in the link between stock 
prices and the price of gold?

• Are links due to a “golden” wealth effect or more direct/ fundamental 
because gold is part of the firm’s business (e.g. gold mining, jewellery, 
finance - loans secured through gold as collateral)?
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Contribution

• This paper aims to contribute to a better understanding of the 
role of gold with a focus on the link of Indian companies’ share 
prices with the price of gold. 
• If there is a significant link for at least some Indian companies’ share prices 

there is potentially more to gold than culture, tradition and emotions; gold 
plays is an investment, store of value and collateral to borrow against.

• Focus of this study (in contrast to the studies of gold’s safe haven status) is 
not on gold per se but on the role of gold on companies’ share prices
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Contribution (2)

Most of the existing literature This paper
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Outline

• Methodology

• Data

• Empirical Analysis/ Estimation Results

• Summary and Concluding Remarks
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Methodology

Ri,t = a + bMRMarket,t + bWRMSCIWorld,t + bGRGold,t + ei,t

• Example: if a higher price of gold leads to a higher share price of firms in the retail 
sector we assume that the underlying cause is improved consumer sentiment 
potentially through a “wealth effect” due to the rise in the price of gold.

• Sorting of gold beta estimates and analysis of top 5 and bottom 5 gold betas out of 
100 sectors or 500 firms

• Additional analysis: time-varying differences and quantile-dependent 
differences (Quantile Regression)

• Quantile Regression

Q(Ri,t |τ) = a(τ) + bM(τ)RMarket,t + bW(τ)RMSCIWorld,t + bG(τ)RGold,t + ei,t
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Data

• Thomson Reuters DataStream Sector indices (100 sectors) and 
stock market index constituent lists (500 firms) for the period 
January 1, 2000 to July 31, 2019 at daily, weekly and monthly 
frequencies. 
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Sectors, 
monthly data
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Top 5 Sectors
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Bottom 5 Sectors
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Top 5 Firms
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Bottom 5 Firms
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Top 5 Firms, daily returns
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Top 5 Sectors WORLD ex US
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Bottom 5 Sectors WORLD ex US
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Asymmetries in gold betas – monthly returns, Quantile Regression



Summary

• This paper analyzes the role of gold from a firm/ sector financial 
perspective

• Some Indian firms display an unusual (unique) positive exposure to 
the price of gold
• Retail sector: if the price of gold increases consumer sentiment becomes 

more positive due to a “golden” wealth effect and positively affects the 
business of firms in the retail sector. 

• Retail finance: gold used as collateral

• Asymmetry: link between share prices and gold prices is stronger if share 
prices go up than if they go down
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Concluding Remarks

• The results illustrate that gold’s role is much broader and deeper 
than suggested by the ubiquitous references to “culture”. 

• Relatively stable gold betas over time suggests that gold’s role has not 
significantly changed despite globalization and attempts by the Indian 
government to change the role of gold.
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Thank you..
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Appendix
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